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Fast calculation of the g-functions of geothermal borehole fields using similarities in the evaluation of the finite line source solution

Numerical methods are proposed for the efficient evaluation of the g-functions of geothermal bore fields using the finite line source solution. The presented methods reduce the calculation time for the calculation of g-functions by reducing the number of numerical evaluations of the analytical finite line source solution. A similarity identification method is presented to identify pairs of boreholes for which the finite line source solution takes the same value. A load history reconstruction method is presented to evaluate the g-function at non-uniform time-steps. Using the proposed numerical methods, the calculation time for the g-function of a rectangular field of $12 \times 12$ boreholes is reduced by a factor 308. The numerical methods allow the evaluation of g-functions of bore fields with large amounts of boreholes in irregular configurations. The g-function of a field of 512 randomly positioned boreholes is calculated in 27 minutes.
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Nomenclature

Variables

\( \alpha_s \)  
Soil thermal diffusivity

\( B \)  
Borehole spacing

\( \Delta T_b \)  
Borehole wall temperature drop

\( D \)  
Borehole buried depth

\( d \)  
Separating distance

\( g \)  
g-Function

\( h_{\text{real}}, h_{\text{image}} \)  
Real and image thermal response factor

\( h, h_q \)  
Total thermal response factor

\( k_s \)  
Soil thermal conductivity

\( L, L_q \)  
Borehole or borehole segment length

\( L_{\text{tot}} \)  
Total borehole length

\( N_b \)  
Total number of boreholes

\( N_d \)  
Total number of distance groups

\( N_q \)  
Total number of borehole segments

\( N_{s,\text{real}}, N_{s,\text{image}} \)  
Number of real and image similarity groups

\( N_t \)  
Number of time-steps

\( n_q \)  
Number of segments per borehole

\( n_{s,\text{real}}, n_{s,\text{image}} \)  
Number of segment pairs in a similarity group

\( \Phi_q' \)  
Reconstructed load history

\( \bar{Q}_b' \)  
Average heat extraction rate per unit borehole length

\( Q_b' \)  
Heat extraction rate per unit borehole length

\( \bar{Q}_b', \bar{Q}_q' \)  
Normalized heat extraction rate per unit borehole length

\( r_b, r_q \)  
Borehole radius

\( \Theta_b, \Theta_q \)  
Dimensionless borehole wall temperature

\( \bar{T}_b \)  
Average borehole wall temperature

\( T_b \)  
Borehole wall temperature

\( T_g \)  
Undisturbed ground temperature
\( \tau \) \hspace{1cm} \text{Dimensionless time}
\( t \) \hspace{1cm} \text{Time}
\( t_s \) \hspace{1cm} \text{Bore field characteristic time}
\((x, y)\) \hspace{1cm} \text{Borehole coordinates}

**Matrices and vectors**

- \( H_b, H_q \) \hspace{1cm} \text{Matrix of segment-to-segment thermal response factors}
- \( L^* \) \hspace{1cm} \text{Vector of segment length fractions}
- \( \Phi_q' \) \hspace{1cm} \text{Vector of reconstructed load histories of borehole segments}
- \( Q_b, Q_q' \) \hspace{1cm} \text{Vector of heat extraction rates per unit borehole length}
- \( \tilde{Q}_b, \tilde{Q}_q' \) \hspace{1cm} \text{Vector of normalized heat extraction rates per unit borehole length}
- \( \Theta_b, \Theta_q \) \hspace{1cm} \text{Vector of dimensionless borehole segment temperatures}
- \( T_b, T_q \) \hspace{1cm} \text{Vector of borehole segment temperatures}

**Indices**

- \( i, j \) \hspace{1cm} \text{Borehole indices}
- \( k \) \hspace{1cm} \text{Time-step index}
- \( m, n \) \hspace{1cm} \text{Cumulative borehole segment indices}
- \( u, v \) \hspace{1cm} \text{Borehole segment indices}

**Superscripts**

- \( 0 \) \hspace{1cm} \text{Values assuming no heat extraction during current time-step}

1. **Introduction**

The simulation of ground source heat pump systems aims at predicting the returning fluid temperatures from geothermal boreholes and the ground temperatures in the bore field. The accurate prediction of these temperatures is critical to the evaluation of the ground source heat pump performance and to the proper design of the system. Temperatures in the bore field can be
obtained by the temporal superposition of thermal response factors, which give the relation between the ground temperature at the borehole walls and the overall heat extraction rate in the bore field.

Eskilson (1987) introduced three-dimensional thermal response factors, also known as g-functions, to evaluate borehole wall temperatures in geothermal bore fields. Since heat extraction within the boreholes is driven by the difference between the heat carrier fluid temperature and the borehole wall temperature and, additionally, that the fluid temperature change within the borehole is relatively small (e.g. 3°C to 5°C), it was recognized that the heat extraction from a borehole could be approximated by a cylinder at uniform temperature.

g-Functions were obtained numerically using a finite difference method. Each borehole was modelled in a two-dimensional radial-axial grid. At each time-step of the simulation, the total temperature variation at the borehole walls was evaluated by spatial superposition of the temperature grids around every borehole. The heat extraction rates at each node along the boreholes required to obtain a uniform borehole wall temperature were evaluated. The g-function of a bore field is defined by the following relation:

\[
\bar{T}_b(t/t_s) = T_g - \frac{\bar{Q}_b'}{2\pi k_s} g(t/t_s)
\]

where \( \bar{T}_b \) is the average borehole wall temperature in the bore field, \( T_g \) is the undisturbed ground temperature, \( k_s \) is the ground thermal conductivity, \( \bar{Q}_b' \) is the average heat extraction rate per unit borehole length in the bore field and \( g \) is the g-function.

The g-function is dependent on the dimensionless parameters of the bore field, namely: the dimensionless borehole radius \( r_b/L \), the dimensionless borehole spacing \( B/L \), the dimensionless buried depth \( D/L \) and the dimensionless time \( t/t_s \), where \( t_s = L^2/(9\alpha_s) \) is the
bore field characteristic time and $\alpha_s$ is the ground thermal diffusivity. g-Functions are usually presented for a given value of the dimensionless borehole radius and the dimensionless buried depth, as shown on Figure 1 for a rectangular field of $5 \times 5$ boreholes. Once the g-function for a bore field is known, the borehole wall temperature variation to a variable heat extraction rate is obtained by temporal superposition of the g-function.

![g-Functions of a rectangular field of 5 × 5 boreholes](image)

**Figure 1. g-Functions of a rectangular field of 5 × 5 boreholes**

g-Functions are implemented into several software tools for the sizing and the simulation of ground-source heat pump systems (Hellström and Sanner 1994; Spitler 2000; Fisher et al. 2006; Liu and Hellström 1999), where they are often tabulated. When the values of the dimensionless parameters of a bore field of interest are in between the tabulated values implemented into the software, the g-function is interpolated. This process may lead to errors in the g-function values (Malayappan and Spitler 2013). Tabulated g-functions are also limited to predetermined configurations of boreholes in a bore field. It is then beneficial to generate the g-function for the bore field of interest rather than use tabulated values.

Numerical methods like that of Eskilson to evaluate g-functions are difficult to implement and their solution is time consuming for fields with large amounts of boreholes.
Eskilson proposed the use of the finite line source analytical solution to estimate the value of the g-function for a single vertical borehole. Zeng et al. (2002) proposed the spatial superposition of the finite line source solution to calculate thermal response factors for bore fields. Their solution, however, required the numerical evaluation of a double integral. Simplified single integral forms of the finite line source solution were proposed by Lamarche and Beauchamp (2007) and Claesson and Javed (2011).

The finite line source solution has been extended beyond vertical boreholes in homogenous isotropic ground connected in parallel. Cui et al. (2006) proposed a finite line source solution for inclined boreholes. Marcotte and Pasquier (2009) later investigated the case of inclined boreholes with non-zero buried depth. Considerations for the efficient evaluation of the inclined finite line source solution were analysed by Lamarche (2011). Molina-Giraldo et al. (2011) introduced the moving finite line source solution to account for groundwater advection around the boreholes. Li and Lai (2012) formulated the finite line source solution for anisotropic ground thermal properties. Abdelaziz et al. (2014) and, later, Hu (2017) considered the case of multi-layered ground with different thermal properties. Marcotte and Pasquier (2014) coupled the finite line source solution to an effective thermal resistance model of the boreholes to evaluate thermal response factors of bore fields with mixed parallel-series connections.

Finite line source methods tend to overestimate Eskilson’s g-functions, especially for closely packed bore fields with many boreholes as evidenced, for instance, by Fossa (2011). These differences are mainly due to the differences in the boundary conditions at the borehole wall (Cimmino, Bernier, and Adams 2013). The finite line source solution represents the boreholes as line sources with uniform heat extraction along their length, whereas Eskilson considered cylinder sources with uniform temperature. To correct the differences between the
finite line source solution and Eskilson’s g-functions, Cimmino and Bernier (2014) modeled the boreholes as series of finite line source segments. The finite line source segments were superposed spatially and temporally to obtain a uniform temperature along the boreholes, equal for all boreholes. The thermal response factors generated using their method were successfully validated against Eskilson’s g-functions for rectangular bore fields ranging from a single borehole to an array of $12 \times 12$ boreholes. Using the same method, Lazzarotto and Björk (Lazzarotto 2016; Lazzarotto and Björk 2016) used the finite line source solution to estimate g-functions of fields of inclined boreholes. Lamarche (2017b) considered a piecewise-linear variation of the heat extraction rates along the line source segments to evaluate g-functions. Cimmino (2015) verified the validity of the uniform temperature boundary condition by coupling the finite line source segment method to an analytical solution of the fluid temperature variation inside the boreholes. The model was used to evaluate thermal response factors for equal inlet fluid temperature, considering the axial variation of the borehole wall temperatures and heat extraction rates. It was shown that the thermal response factors approach the thermal response factors obtained considering uniform borehole wall temperatures as the borehole thermal resistance decreases.

An issue with using series of finite line source segments to model the boreholes is that it significantly increases the computational time for the evaluation of the thermal response factors. The computational time is approximately proportional to the square of finite line sources in the bore field. Using 12 finite line source segment per borehole, as recommended by Cimmino and Bernier (2014), the computational time increases by a factor 144. For very large bore fields, the computational time for the evaluation of the thermal response factors can be several hours. This paper addresses this issue by introducing numerical methods to reduce the number of required
evaluations of the finite line source solution: a similarity identification method and a load history reconstruction method are presented.

2. Mathematical model

Figure 2 shows a field of $N_b = 3$ vertical boreholes connected in parallel. Each borehole $i$ has a radius $r_{b,i}$, a length $L_i$ and is buried at a distance $D_i$ from the ground surface. The ground has a thermal conductivity $k_s$ and a ground thermal diffusivity $\alpha_s$. The $g$-function of the bore field is obtained by evaluating the overall average (over the length) borehole wall temperature in the bore field for a constant total heat extraction rate from the bore field (Equation (1)).

![Figure 2. Field of 3 vertical boreholes](image)

Each borehole $i$ is divided into $n_{q,i}$ segments of equal length. The ground temperature drop around any borehole segment is calculated by adding the contributions of a “real” line source segment located along the axis of the borehole segment and an “image” line source segment of opposite sign located above ground and mirrored with regards to the ground surface.
This image line source ensures that there is no temperature variation at the ground surface. The superposition of real and image line sources is illustrated in Figure 3.

![Figure 3. Spatial superposition of real and image line sources](image)

For a segment $u$ of a borehole $i$, the temperature drop due to constant heat extraction per unit borehole length $Q'_{b,i,u,v}$ at a segment $v$ of a borehole $j$, starting at time $t = 0$, is obtained by averaging the temperature drop over the length of segment $u$ of borehole $i$ caused by the real and image line segments corresponding to segment $v$ of borehole $j$ (Cimmino and Bernier 2014):

$$\Delta T_{b,i,u,v}(t) = \frac{1}{2\pi k_s} \left( h_{i,j,u,v}^{real}(t) + h_{i,j,u,v}^{image}(t) \right) Q'_{b,j,v}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)$$

$$h_{i,j,u,v}^{real}(t) = \frac{1}{2L_{i,u}} \int_{1/\sqrt{4\pi \alpha t}}^{\infty} \frac{1}{s^2} \exp(-d_{ij}^2 s^2) \gamma_{FLS}(s) ds$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)
\[ I^\text{real}_{FLS}(s) = \text{erfint}\left((D_{i,u} - D_{j,v} + L_{i,u})s\right) - \text{erfint}\left((D_{i,u} - D_{j,v})s\right) + \text{erfint}\left((D_{i,u} - D_{j,v} - L_{j,v})s\right) - \text{erfint}\left((D_{i,u} - D_{j,v} + L_{i,u} - L_{j,v})s\right) \]

\[ h_{i,j,u,v}^{\text{image}}(t) = \frac{1}{2\pi L_{i,u}} \int_1^\infty \frac{1}{\sqrt{4\pi \alpha t s^2}} \exp(-d_{i,j}^2 s^2) I^\text{image}_{FLS}(s) ds \]

\[ I^\text{image}_{FLS}(s) = \text{erfint}\left((D_{i,u} + D_{j,v} + L_{i,u})s\right) - \text{erfint}\left((D_{i,u} + D_{j,v})s\right) + \text{erfint}\left((D_{i,u} + D_{j,v} + L_{j,v})s\right) - \text{erfint}\left((D_{i,u} + D_{j,v} + L_{i,u} + L_{j,v})s\right) \]

\[ \text{erfint}(X) = \int_0^X \text{erf}(x') dx' = X \text{erf}(X) - \frac{1}{\sqrt{\pi}} (1 - \exp(-X^2)) \]

\[ d_{i,j} = \begin{cases} r_{b,i} & \text{for } i = j \\ \sqrt{(x_i - x_j)^2 + (y_i - y_j)^2} & \text{for } i \neq j \end{cases} \]

where \( \Delta T_{b,i,j,u,v} \) is the borehole wall temperature drop at segment \( u \) of borehole \( i \) due to constant heat extraction at segment \( v \) of borehole \( j \), \( h_{i,j,u,v}^{\text{real}} \) and \( h_{i,j,u,v}^{\text{image}} \) are the real and image segment-to-segment thermal response factors of segment \( v \) of borehole \( j \) over segment \( u \) of borehole \( i \), \( d_{i,j} \) is the radial distance between borehole \( i \) and borehole \( j \).

The borehole wall temperature at segment \( u \) of borehole \( i \) is obtained by adding the contributions of all borehole segments. For a constant heat extraction at all segments of all boreholes:

\[ T_{b,i,u}(t) = T_g - \sum_{j=1}^{N_b} \sum_{v=1}^{n_{q,j}} \frac{1}{2\pi k_s} h_{i,j,u,v}(t) Q'_{b,j,v} \]

where \( T_{b,i,u} \) is the borehole wall temperature at segment \( u \) of borehole \( i \), \( T_g \) is the initial ground temperature and \( h_{i,j,u,v}(t) = h_{i,j,u,v}^{\text{real}}(t) + h_{i,j,u,v}^{\text{image}}(t) \) is the total segment-to-segment thermal
response factor of segment $v$ of borehole $j$ over segment $u$ of borehole $i$.

For time-varying heat extraction rates at all segments of all boreholes, the borehole wall temperature is obtained by temporal superposition:

$$T_{b,i,u}(t_k) = T_g - \sum_{j=1}^{N_b} \sum_{v=1}^{n_{q,i,j}} \sum_{k'=1}^{k} \frac{1}{2\pi k_s} (h_{i,j,u,v}(t_k - t_{k'-1}) - h_{i,j,u,v}(t_k - t_{k'})) Q'_{b,j,v}(t_{k'})$$

(10)

where $Q'_{b,j,v}$ is the step-wise constant heat extraction rate per borehole length of segment $v$ of borehole $j$, with $Q'_{b,j,v}(t_{k'})$ the constant heat extraction rate over the period $t_{k'-1} < t \leq t_{k'}$, $t_0 = 0$ is the initial time and $Q'_{b,j,v}(t_0) = 0$.

Equation (10) can be conveniently expressed in matrix notation:

$$T_b(t_k) = T_g - \sum_{k'=1}^{k} \frac{1}{2\pi k_s} (H_b(t_k - t_{k'-1}) - H_b(t_k - t_{k'})) Q'_b(t_{k'})$$

(11)

$$T_b(t_k) = \begin{bmatrix} T_{b,1}(t_k) \\ \vdots \\ T_{b,N_b}(t_k) \end{bmatrix}, \quad T_{b,i}(t_k) = \begin{bmatrix} T_{b,i,1}(t_k) \\ \vdots \\ T_{b,i,n_{q,i}}(t_k) \end{bmatrix}$$

(12)

$$Q'_b(t_k) = \begin{bmatrix} Q'_{b,1}(t_k) \\ \vdots \\ Q'_{b,N_b}(t_k) \end{bmatrix}, \quad Q'_{b,i}(t_k) = \begin{bmatrix} Q'_{b,i,1}(t_k) \\ \vdots \\ Q'_{b,i,n_{q,i}}(t_k) \end{bmatrix}$$

(13)

$$H_b(t_k) = \begin{bmatrix} H_{b,1,1}(t_k) & \cdots & H_{b,1,N_b}(t_k) \\ \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\ H_{b,N_b,1}(t_k) & \cdots & H_{b,N_b,N_b}(t_k) \end{bmatrix}, \quad H_{b,i,j}(t_k) = \begin{bmatrix} h_{i,j,1,1}(t_k) & \cdots & h_{i,j,1,n_{q,i}}(t_k) \\ \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\ h_{i,j,n_{q,i},1}(t_k) & \cdots & h_{i,j,n_{q,i},n_{q,i}}(t_k) \end{bmatrix}$$

(14)

where $T_b$ is a column vector of the borehole wall temperatures at all segments of all boreholes, $Q'_b$ is a column vector of the heat extraction rates per borehole length at all segments of all
boreholes and $H_b$ is the matrix of the segment-to-segment thermal response factors.

The borehole wall temperatures are calculated time-step by time-step, starting from $t_1$. At any time $t_k$, previous values of $T_b$ and $Q_b'$ are known. It is then appropriate to cast Equation (11) based only on values of these variables for the current time-step:

$$T_b(t_k) = T_b^0(t_k) - \frac{1}{2\pi k_s} H_b(t_k - t_{k-1}) Q_b'(t_k)$$

(15)

$$T_b^0(t_k) = T_g - \sum_{k'=1}^{k-1} \frac{1}{2\pi k_s} (H_b(t_k - t_{k'-1}) - H_b(t_k - t_{k'})) Q_b'(t_{k'})$$

(16)

where $T_b^0(t_k)$ is a column vector of the borehole wall temperatures at all segments of all boreholes at time $t_k$, assuming zero heat extraction at all segments over the time period $t_{k-1} < t \leq t_k$.

Equations (15) and (16) are rewritten in dimensionless form. Nondimensionalization of temperatures $T_b$ and heat extraction rates $Q_b'$ is done with regards to the constant average heat extraction rate per borehole length in the bore field $\bar{Q}_b'$. Dimensionless temperatures are then given by $\Theta_b = (T_g - T_b)/(\bar{Q}_b'/2\pi k_s)$ and normalized heat extraction rates by $\bar{Q}_b' = Q_b'/\bar{Q}_b'$. The dimensionless time is given by $\tau = t/t_s$, where $t_s = 9L^2/\alpha_s$ is the characteristic time of the bore field. The dimensionless form of Equations (15) and (16) are given by:

$$\Theta_b(\tau_k) = \Theta_b^0(\tau_k) + H_b(\tau_k - \tau_{k-1}) \bar{Q}_b'(\tau_k)$$

(17)

$$\Theta_b^0(\tau_k) = \sum_{k'=1}^{k-1} (H_b(\tau_k - \tau_{k'-1}) - H_b(\tau_k - \tau_{k'})) \bar{Q}_b'(\tau_{k'})$$

(18)

From the definition of the g-function (Equation (1)), the g-function of the bore field is calculated from the average temperature along all segments in the bore field with constant total heat extraction:
\[ g(\tau_k) = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{N_b} \sum_{u=1}^{n_{q,i}} L_{u} \theta_{b,i,u}(\tau_k)}{L_{tot}} \]  

(19)

where \( L_{tot} = \sum_{i=1}^{N_b} L_i \) is the total length of the boreholes in the bore field.

Different considerations for temperature and heat extraction rate profiles along the boreholes lead to different values of the \( g \)-function. Three boundary conditions are found in the literature: (1) uniform and equal heat extraction rates along the boreholes (Zeng, Diao, and Fang 2002), (2) uniform and equal temperatures along the boreholes (Cimmino and Bernier 2014) and (3) equal inlet fluid temperatures into the boreholes (Cimmino 2015). Only boundary condition (2) is considered here to demonstrate the numerical methods presented in the next section. Boundary condition (1) is not suitable for demonstration as it does not require any temporal superposition of heat extraction rates (Equations (17) and (18)). The numerical methods presented in this paper are readily applicable to boundary condition (3) and yield similar ameliorations in terms of computational efficiency.

In accordance with boundary condition (2), all borehole segments have equal values of borehole wall temperature \( \theta_{b}(\tau_k) = \theta_{b}(\tau_k) \). For a constant total heat extraction rate in the bore field, the uniform borehole wall temperature in the bore field is obtained by the solution of the following system of equations:

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
H_{b}(\tau_k - \tau_{k-1}) & -1_{N_b \times 1} \\
L^* & 0
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
\bar{Q}'_{b}(\tau_k) \\
\theta_{b}(\tau_k)
\end{bmatrix} =
\begin{bmatrix}
-\theta_{b}^0(\tau_k) \\
1
\end{bmatrix}
\]  

(20)

where \( L^* \) is a line vector of the length fractions of each of the borehole segments in the bore field, given by:

\[
L^* = [L_1 \cdots L_{N_b}]
\]

(21)
The solution to Equation (20) gives the normalized heat extraction rates and the uniform
dimensionless borehole wall temperature in the bore field, which by definition is equal to the
g-function (Equation (1)).

3. Numerical methods

The calculation of g-functions follows a two-step process: (1) the construction of the segment-to-
segment thermal response factor matrix \( H_b \), and (2) the solution of the system of equations
(Equation (20)). Step 1 is the most computationally demanding, since it requires the numerical
integration of the finite line source solution (Equations (3) and (5)) for all pairs of the \( N_q = \sum_{i=1}^{N_b} n_{qd} \) line sources in the bore field. Also, the segment-to-segment thermal response factor
matrix needs to be known for all values of times involved in the temporal superposition of heat
extraction rates (Equations (17) and (18)). The total computational time for the calculation of
g-functions is strongly tied to the number of evaluations of the finite line source solution. Thus,
changes are proposed for the two steps to reduce the number of evaluations of the finite line
source solution and thereby reduce the total computational time for the calculation of
g-functions. First, a method is described to identify pairs of line source segments for which the
numerical integration of the finite line source solution yields the same value. Then, a load history
reconstruction method, analogous to load aggregation methods (Bernier et al. 2004; Liu 2005;
Claesson and Javed 2012), is presented. This method allows for the evaluation of the segment-to-
segment thermal response factors only at selected times \( t_k \) and for the use of a variable time-step
in the calculation of the g-function.

For the numerical methods detailed in this section, it is convenient to formulate the
dimensionless temperature, the normalized heat extraction rate vectors and the thermal response
factor matrix in terms of a cumulative segment index in the bore field, rather than indices for segments and boreholes:

\[
\Theta_q(\tau_k) = \Theta_b(\tau_k) \tag{22}
\]

\[
\Theta_{q,m}(\tau_k) = \Theta_{b,i,u}(\tau_k), \quad m = u + \sum_{i'=1}^{l'-1} n_{q,i'} \tag{23}
\]

\[
\tilde{Q}'_q(\tau_k) = \tilde{Q}'_b(\tau_k) \tag{24}
\]

\[
\tilde{Q}'_{q,m}(\tau_k) = \tilde{Q}'_{b,i,u}(\tau_k), \quad m = u + \sum_{i'=1}^{l'-1} n_{q,i'} \tag{25}
\]

\[
H_q(\tau_k) = H_b(\tau_k) \tag{26}
\]

\[
h_{q,m,n}(\tau_k) = h_{i,j,u,v}(\tau_k), \quad m = u + \sum_{i'=1}^{l'-1} n_{q,i'} , \quad n = v + \sum_{j'=1}^{j'-1} n_{q,j'} \tag{27}
\]

where \(\Theta_{q,m}\) is the dimensionless temperature of the \(m\)-th segment in the bore field, \(\tilde{Q}'_{q,m}\) is the normalized heat extraction rate of the \(m\)-th segment in the bore field and \(h_{q,m,n}\) is the segment-to-segment thermal response factor of the \(n\)-th segment on the \(m\)-th segment. This \(m\)-th segment has a length \(L_{q,m} = L_{i,u}\), a radius \(r_{q,m} = r_{b,i}\), is buried at a depth \(D_{q,m} = D_{i,u}\) from the ground surface and positioned at coordinate \((x_{q,m}, y_{q,m})\).

### 3.1. Similarities in the evaluation of the finite line source solution

At any time \(\tau\), the segment-to-segment thermal response factor matrix \(H_q(\tau)\) comprises \(N_q^2\) values that must be evaluated by the finite line source solution (Equations (3) and (5)), which includes the numerical evaluation of an integral. Since the integral of the error function is even (i.e. \(\text{erfint}(-X) = \text{erfint}(X)\)), it can be shown that pairs \((m, n)\) and \((n, m)\) are related by the following property:
\[ h_{q,n,m}^{real}(\tau) = \frac{l_{q,m}}{l_{q,n}} h_{q,m,n}^{real}(\tau) \]  

(28)

\[ h_{q,n,m}^{image}(\tau) = \frac{l_{q,m}}{l_{q,n}} h_{q,m,n}^{image}(\tau) \]  

(29)

This property reduces the number of evaluations of the finite line source solution from \( N_q^2 \) to \( \frac{1}{2} N_q(N_q + 1) \).

To further reduce the number of evaluations of the finite line source solution, conditions are identified for which two pairs of segments \((m, n)\) and \((m', n')\) yield the same value of the segment-to-segment response factor. Here, we define that there is a "similarity" in the evaluation of the real (Equation (3)) or image (Equation (5)) segment-to-segment thermal response factor if the two pairs of segments yield the same value, that is if \( h_{q,n,m}^{real}(\tau) = h_{q,m',n'}^{real}(\tau) \) or \( h_{q,m,n}^{image}(\tau) = h_{q,m',n'}^{image}(\tau) \), respectively.

By inspection of Equations (3) and (5), conditions are identified for similarities in the evaluation of the finite line source solution. There is a similarity in the evaluation of the real segment-to-segment thermal response factor if the following conditions are met:

(R1) The distances between the two pairs \((m, n)\) and \((m', n')\) are equal:

\[ d_{q,m,n} = d_{q,m',n'} \]  

(30)

\[ d_{q,m,n} = \begin{cases} r_{q,m} & \text{for } m = n \\ \sqrt{(x_{q,m} - x_{q,n})^2 + (y_{q,m} - y_{q,n})^2} & \text{for } m \neq n \end{cases} \]  

(31)

and (R2) their lengths and difference of buried depths are equal:

\[ L_{q,m} = L_{q,m'}, \quad L_{q,n} = L_{q,n'} \]  

(32)
\[ D_{q,m} - D_{q,n} = D_{q,m'} - D_{q,n'} \]  \hspace{1cm} (33)

There is a similarity in the evaluation of the image segment-to-segment thermal response factor if the following conditions are met:

(I1) The distances between the two pairs \((m, n)\) and \((m', n')\) are equal:

\[ d_{q,m,n} = d_{q,m',n'} \]  \hspace{1cm} (34)

and (I2) their lengths and sum of buried depths are equal:

\[ L_{q,m} = L_{q,m'}, L_{q,n} = L_{q,n'} \]  \hspace{1cm} (35)

\[ D_{q,m} + D_{q,n} = D_{q,m'} + D_{q,n'} \]  \hspace{1cm} (36)

From this property and the similarities, it is possible to reduce considerably the number of evaluations of the finite line source solution. For any pair \((m, n)\), the real segment-to-segment thermal response factor \( h_{q,m,n}^{real}(\tau) \) can be applied to all pairs \((m', n')\) that satisfy conditions (R1) and (R2) and then used to calculate the values for pairs \((n, m)\) and \((n', m')\). The same can be done for image segment-to-segment response factors using conditions (I1) and (I2).

Note that condition (R1) and (I1) are equivalent. For this reason, the identification of similarities is separated into two steps and precedes the evaluation of segment-to-segment thermal response factors. First, pairs of segments are divided into groups that have the same distance \( d_{q,m,n} \). Then, similarities are identified within each of the distance groups for the real and image thermal response factors according to conditions (R2) and (I2). Finally, the segment-to-segment thermal response factors are calculated using Equations (3) and (5) for each similarity group and applied to all pairs within the similarity group.
The algorithms for the identification of distance groups, for the identification of similarity groups and for the evaluation of segment-to-segment thermal response factors are detailed in Algorithms 1, 2 and 3 in appendix. Algorithm 1 divides the segment pairs into $N_d$ distance groups. Algorithm 2 further divides each distance group $w$ into $N_{s,\text{real}}^{(w)}$ and $N_{s,\text{image}}^{(w)}$ similarity groups for the real and image segment-to-segment thermal response factors, respectively. Algorithm 3 evaluates the segment-to-segment thermal response factors. Using the method presented in this section, the number of evaluations of the finite line source solution is 

$$\sum_{w=1}^{N_d} N_{s,\text{real}}^{(w)} \quad \text{and} \quad \sum_{w=1}^{N_d} N_{s,\text{image}}^{(w)}$$

for the real and image thermal response factors.

### 3.2. Load history reconstruction

To build and solve the system of equations in Equation (20), it is necessary to evaluate the matrix of the segment-to-segment response factors $H_q(\tau)$ at all times $\tau_k - \tau_{k-1}$ and $\tau_k - \tau_{k-1} - 1$. When using an uneven time-step (i.e. $\tau_k - \tau_{k-1} \neq \text{cst}$), it is then needed to evaluate the thermal response factors at intermediate times $\tau \neq \tau_k$. As was done in the previous section, additional computational time savings can be achieved by decreasing the number of evaluations of the finite line source solution (Equations (3) and (5)). Cimmino and Bernier (2013) suggested to evaluate the thermal response factors only at times $\tau_k$ and to estimate the values of the thermal response factors at intermediate times using cubic spline interpolation. This method, however, necessitates the interpolation by cubic splines for all $N_q^2$ values of the thermal response factors at each evaluated time value and thereby limits the computational efficiency of the method for very large bore fields with large numbers of segments.

A load history reconstruction method is introduced here. The method consists in reconstructing the load history every time-step so that the values of thermal response factors are
only required at times $\tau_k$ for the temporal superposition process (Equation (18)). The temporal superposition of the reconstructed heat extraction rates is given by:

$$
\Theta^0_q(\tau_k) = \sum_{k'=1}^k \left( H_q(\tau_{k'}) - H_q(\tau_{k'-1}) \right) \Phi'_{q,k}(\tau_k - \tau_{k'})
$$

(37)

where $\Phi'_{q,k}$ is the reconstructed heat extraction rate at time $\tau_k$.

The reconstructed heat extraction rate is obtained by linear interpolation of the accumulated heat extracted from the bore field, as illustrated in Figure 4 at a time $\tau_5$. The accumulated heat extracted is calculated by the time integration of the heat extraction rates up until time $\tau_{k-1}$:

$$
f_{q,k,m}(\tau) = \int_0^{\min(\tau,\tau_{k-1})} \tilde{Q}_{q,m}(\tau') d\tau'
$$

(38)

$$
\Phi'_{q,k,m}(\tau_k - \tau_{k'}) = \frac{f_{q,k,m}(\tau_{k-1}) - f_{q,k,m}(\tau_{k'-1})}{\tau_{k'} - \tau_{k'-1}}
$$

(39)

where $f_{q,k,m}$ is the accumulated heat extracted by the m-th segment evaluated at time $\tau_k$ and $\Phi'_{q,k,m}$ is the reconstructed load history of the m-th segment at time $\tau_k$. 
The proposed method limits the use of interpolation by interpolating the accumulated heat extracted instead of the thermal response factors, thereby reducing the number of interpolations by a factor $N_q$ compared to the previous scheme. Linear interpolation is used instead of cubic spline interpolation since the heat extraction rates are stepwise constant and linear interpolation thus conserves thermal energy.

As shown in Figure 4, the proposed load history reconstruction method may cause the reconstructed load to overlap with the heat extraction rate to be determined. At any time $\tau_k$, an overlap exists if there is no previous time $\tau_{k'}$ for which $\tau_{k'} = \tau_k - \tau_{k-1}$. To minimize this overlap, the time-step should be monotonically increasing. Here, two different monotonically

Figure 4. Load history reconstruction
increasing time-stepping schemes are considered. First, the load aggregation cell size of Claesson and Javed (2012) can be used to define time-steps:

\[ \tau_k = \sum_{k'=1}^{k} 2^{v-1} \Delta \tau \]  

(40)

\[ v = \text{ceil}(k'/n_{\text{steps}}) \]  

(41)

where \( \Delta \tau \) is the initial time-step and \( \text{ceil}(x) \) is the ceiling rounded value of \( x \). The time-step size doubles every \( n_{\text{steps}} \) time-steps.

Second, a geometrically expanding time-stepping scheme can be used to define time-steps:

\[ \tau_k = \sum_{k'=1}^{k} \Delta \tau \cdot r^{(k' - 1)} = \Delta \tau \frac{1-r^{k'}}{1-r} \]  

(42)

where \( r \) is a geometric expansion coefficient that satisfies the relation:

\[ \tau_{N_t} = \tau_{\text{max}} = \Delta \tau \frac{1-r^{N_t}}{1-r} \]  

(43)

where \( \tau_{\text{max}} = t_{\text{max}}/t_s \) is the maximum value of the dimensionless time.

The overlap also means that the value of the thermal response factor matrix in Equation (17) may not be known for a given time \( \tau_k - \tau_{k-1} \). In the proposed method, linear interpolation is used to evaluate the matrix at these times from the known values. Alternatively, these values could be calculated \textit{a priori} for a given distribution of time-steps (e.g. Equation (40)). However, as will be seen in the results section, the error attributed to linear interpolation in the proposed load history reconstruction method is minimal.
3.3. **Multiprocessing**

Both the identification of similarities and the evaluation of thermal response factors present independent tasks that can be executed in parallel, making use of multicore processors. In the identification of similarities, the similarities for each of the distance groups are independent from each other and can be identified simultaneously. In the evaluation of segment-to-segment thermal response factors, the values for a given pair of segments at different time-steps can also be evaluated simultaneously. The proposed method for the calculation of g-functions was implemented into Python and multiple processes are used during these two tasks.

4. **Results**

4.1. **Similarities in the evaluation of the finite line source solution**

The computational performance and the accuracy of the proposed methodology is tested in the calculation of g-functions of various bore field configurations as shown on Figure 5: (a) rectangular, (b) box-shaped, (c) L-shaped and (d) U-shaped. In all considered cases, the g-functions were calculated for a borehole length $L = 150$ m, a borehole radius $r_b = 0.075$ m ($r_b/L = 0.0005$), a buried depth $D = 4$ m ($D/L = 0.027$) and a uniform spacing $B = 7.5$ m ($B/L = 0.05$). All boreholes are divided into $n_q = 12$ segments. The initial time-step is $\Delta t = 1$ h and the maximum time is 1,000 years. The time-steps are defined by Equation (40) with $n_{steps} = 6$ time-steps, for a total of $N_t = 128$ time-steps. g-Functions were evaluated for all bore field configurations with sizes ranging from $1 \times 1$ to $12 \times 12$ using similarities and from $1 \times 1$ to $8 \times 8$ without using similarities. For the identification of similarities in the bore fields, an absolute tolerance $\varepsilon_{d,abs} = 0.15$ m and a relative tolerance $\varepsilon_{s,rel} = \varepsilon_{d,rel} = 1 \times 10^{-6}$ were used.
The proposed methodology is first validated against the method of Cimmino and Bernier (2014) on Figure 6 for rectangular fields of 3 × 2, 6 × 4 and 10 × 10 boreholes. The maximum observed absolute differences between the results using the proposed methodology and that of Cimmino and Bernier are 0.11 %, 0.38 % and 1.01 % for the 3 × 2, 6 × 4 and 10 × 10 bore fields, respectively. The proposed methodology is also validated against the numerical finite difference model of Eskilson (1987). Figure 7 shows a comparison between the numerically and analytically calculated g-functions of all rectangular fields at a time \( \ln(t/t_s) = -1 \). The maximum absolute difference is 5.1 % for a rectangular field of 12 × 12 boreholes.
Figure 6. g-Functions of rectangular fields of $3 \times 2$, $6 \times 4$ and $10 \times 10$ boreholes

Figure 7. Numerical validation of the g-function values of rectangular fields at $\ln(t/t_s) = -1.0$

Figure 8 compares the calculation time with and without the proposed similarity identification method. All calculations were executed on the same computer equipped with a 4.2 GHz quad core (8 threads) processor using only one of the processor cores. As shown on Figure 8a, when not using similarities, the calculation time is proportional to $N_b(N_b + 1)$. The computational advantage of the similarity identification method, defined as the ratio of the
calculation times without and with the proposed similarity identification method, is presented on Figure 8b. For the considered cases, the proposed method provides a reduction of calculation time between a factor 4.7 for a single borehole and a factor 308 for a rectangular field of $8 \times 8$ boreholes. The computational advantage varies with the bore field configuration. The rectangular configuration offers the greatest reduction since it is the most densely packed and features two planes of symmetry. For instance, the calculation time for a rectangular field of $7 \times 7$ boreholes is 191 seconds when using the similarity identification method and 12.95 hours without. In this case, the calculation time is then reduced by a factor 244, more than 2 orders of magnitude.
4.2. Load history reconstruction

The influence of the time-step on the accuracy of the g-function evaluation is evaluated for a rectangular field of $7 \times 7$ boreholes ($N_b = 49$). The g-function of this bore field was calculated using the two previously introduced time-stepping schemes with a value of $n_{steps} = 6$ (i.e. $N_t = 128$) for the scheme presented in Equation (40) and with the same values of $\Delta t$, $t_{max}$ and $N_t$ for the scheme presented in Equation (42). Both time-stepping grids are refined twice by dividing each of the time-steps into two equal parts to create grids of $N_t = 256$ and $N_t = 512$ time-steps for both time-stepping schemes. The time-step independent values of the g-function is obtained by Richardson extrapolation:

$$g_{extrap}(t_k) = g_{512}(t_k) + \frac{g_{512}(t_k) - g_{256}(t_k)}{2^q - 1}$$

(44)

$$q = \ln \left( \frac{g_{128}(t_k) - g_{256}(t_k)}{g_{256}(t_k) - g_{512}(t_k)} \right) / \ln(2)$$

(45)

where $g_{extrap}$ is the Richardson extrapolated value of the g-function, $g_{N_t}$ is the g-function evaluated with $N_t$ time-steps and $q$ is the observed order of accuracy.

The differences between the g-functions and the extrapolated values are presented on Figure 9a. The maximum difference appears near $\ln(t/t_s) = -1$ for all considered time-stepping grids. The maximum differences with $N_t = 128, 256$ and $512$ are $0.20 \%$, $0.13 \%$ and $0.098 \%$ using the time-stepping scheme of Equation (40) and $0.16 \%, 0.095 \%$ and $0.067 \%$ using the time-stepping scheme of Equation (42). To further analyse the influence of the time-steps on the
accuracy of the g-function, the g-function was calculated without the temporal superposition of loads. At any time $t_k$, the g-function is evaluated as if that time was the first time-step and heat extraction rates at all segments were constant from time $t = 0$ to time $t_k$. The differences with the extrapolated g-function are shown on Figure 9b. The maximum difference is 2.7% at $\ln(t/t_s) = -1.5$.

![Figure 9a](image_url)

![Figure 9b](image_url)

**Figure 9.** Relative differences with the time-step independent g-function (a) with and (b) without temporal superposition
4.3. Multiprocessing

Table 1 compares the calculation time for rectangular fields of $5 \times 5$, $7 \times 7$ and $10 \times 10$ boreholes using 1, 2 and 4 parallel processes for the identification of similarities and the evaluation of the segment-to-segment response factors. It is shown that the calculation time decreases by a factor 2.4, 1.9 and 1.5 when using 4 processes for the fields of $5 \times 5$, $7 \times 7$ and $10 \times 10$ boreholes, respectively. The decrease in calculation time decreases as the number of boreholes increases since not all tasks involved in the calculation of the g-function benefit from the multiple processor cores. The load history reconstruction method (Equation (39)), the temporal superposition (Equation (37)) and the solution of the system of equations (Equation (20)) are all done using only one process. Figure 10 shows the ratio between the calculation times using 1 and 4 processes for all considered bore fields. It is shown that the ratio of calculation time varies between 1.3 and 3.1.

Table 1. Calculation times using multiple processes (in seconds)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1 process</th>
<th>2 processes</th>
<th>4 processes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$5 \times 5$ ($N_b = 25$)</td>
<td>87.2</td>
<td>54.7</td>
<td>36.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$7 \times 7$ ($N_b = 49$)</td>
<td>189.4</td>
<td>128.9</td>
<td>98.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$10 \times 10$ ($N_b = 100$)</td>
<td>493.9</td>
<td>389.9</td>
<td>333.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.4. Irregular bore field configurations

The proposed methodology is tested in the evaluation of the g-functions of irregular bore field configurations with large amounts of boreholes. g-Functions are evaluated for fields of $N_b = 8, 16, 32, 64, 128, 256$ and $512$ boreholes. Boreholes are randomly positioned in a $W$ by $W$ square domain with $W = \overline{B} \left( \sqrt{N_b} - 1 \right)$, where $\overline{B} = 7.5$ m is the target mean adjacent distance between boreholes. The boreholes are positioned so that the minimum distance between two boreholes is greater than $3$ m. The g-functions are evaluated with $\Delta t = 1$ h, $t_{\text{max}} = 2000$ years, $N_t = 25$ and $\alpha_s = 10^{-6}$ m$^2$/s using the time-stepping scheme of Equation (42). The g-function curves and the calculation time for all bore fields are shown on Figures 11a and 11b. The borehole positions in the field of $N_b = 512$ boreholes are shown on Figure 11c. It is shown that the g-function of the field of $N_b = 512$ boreholes is calculated in $27$ minutes. Extrapolating from the results presented on Figure 8 without the use of similarities to evaluate segment-to-segment thermal response factors, the calculation time for the evaluation of the g-function of the same bore field would be of the order of $10$ days.
Figure 11. (a) $g$-Functions and (b) calculation times of randomly positioned bore fields, (c) field of $N_b = 512$ boreholes.
5. Conclusion

The g-function of a given geothermal bore field is obtained by the temporal and spatial superposition of the finite line source solution. To ensure a uniform borehole wall temperature along the borehole lengths, equal for all boreholes, it is necessary to divide each borehole into a number of finite line source segments. The finite line source solution must be evaluated for all pairs of line source segments in the bore field. The number of required evaluations of the finite line source solution increases with the square of the number of boreholes. This process becomes rapidly time consuming and the g-functions can take several hours to calculate.

Numerical methods for the efficient calculation of g-functions were presented. Similarities in the evaluation of the finite line source solution are identified to reduce the number of evaluations of the finite line source solution. Similar pairs of finite line source segments yield the same value of the finite line source solution. Using the presented load history reconstruction method, it is possible to evaluate the g-function using a variable time-step without the need to evaluate the finite line source solution at intermediate values of time. The proposed similarity identification method permits the use of multiple processes.

g-Functions were evaluated for rectangular, box-shaped, U-shaped and L-shaped bore fields of size ranging from 1 × 1 to 12 × 12. For these considered cases, the similarity identification method reduced the required calculation time by a factor of 4.7 to 308, with larger bore fields having a larger reduction in calculation time. Using 4 processes, the calculation time is further reduced by a factor of 1.3 to 3.1. For instance, the g-function of a rectangular 7 × 7 bore field is evaluated in 12.95 hours without any of the proposed methods and in 98.2 seconds using the proposed methods and 4 processes. The proposed numerical methods also make possible the evaluation of g-functions for large bore fields in irregular configurations. The
g-function of a field of 512 randomly positioned boreholes was evaluated in 27 minutes. The proposed numerical methods provide a viable alternative to pre-calculated g-functions and allow for the fast calculation of g-functions for custom bore fields prior to simulation.

The application of the presented numerical methods is not limited to the evaluation of g-functions using the finite line solution. The similarity identification method can be applied to any problem that requires the evaluation of the thermal response factor matrix. For instance, this matrix is needed in network-based simulation methods for geothermal systems to evaluate the temperature response of individual boreholes (Lazzarotto 2014; Lamarche 2017a; Cimmino 2017). The similarity identification can also be applied to other analytical solutions, such as the moving finite line source solution (Molina-Giraldo et al. 2011) and the piecewise-linear finite line source solution (Lamarche 2017b), provided suitable conditions are imposed in the identification of similarities.
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**Appendix A. Algorithm 1: Identification of distance groups**

This algorithm creates groups of pairs of borehole segments. All pairs in a distance group share the same separation distance within the prescribed tolerance.
Input: \((x_{q,m}, y_{q,m})\): the coordinates of the borehole segments

\(r_{q,m}\): the radius of the borehole segments

\(N_q\): the number of borehole segments

\(\varepsilon_{d,rel}\): the relative tolerance on the distances when equal to the radius

\(\varepsilon_{d,abs}\): the absolute tolerance on the distances

Output: \(N_d\): the number of distance groups

\(d^{(w)}\): the distance associated with each distance group \(w\)

\(n_d^{(w)}\): the number of segment pairs in each distance group \(w\)

\(P_d^{(w,p)}\): the segment indices of each pair \(p\) in each distance group \(w\)

Initialize: \(N_d \leftarrow 1, \; d^{(1)} \leftarrow r_{q,1}, \; n_d^{(1)} \leftarrow 0\)

Cycle through all segment pairs \((m, n)\)

for \(m = 1, \ldots, N_q\):

for \(n = m, \ldots, N_q\):

Calculate the distance between segments \(m\) and \(n\)

\[
d' = \sqrt{(x_{q,m} - x_{q,n})^2 + (y_{q,m} - y_{q,n})^2}; \; \Delta d = \varepsilon_{d,abs}
\]

if \(d' < r_{q,m}\) then:

\[
d' = r_{q,m}; \; \Delta d = \varepsilon_{d,rel} r_{q,m}
\]

Find or create a new distance group for segment pair \((m, n)\)

for \(w = 1, \ldots, N_d\):

if \(|d' - d^{(w)}| < \Delta d\) then:

Add segment pair \((m, n)\) to distance group \(k\)
\[ n_d^{(w)} \leftarrow n_d^{(w)} + 1; P_d^{(w,n_d^{(w)})} \leftarrow (m,n) \]

\textbf{break for loop}

\textbf{else if } k = N_d \textbf{ then:}

\textit{Create new distance group for segment pair } (m,n) \textit{.}

\[ N_d \leftarrow N_d + 1; d^{(N_d)} \leftarrow d'; n_d^{(N_d)} \leftarrow 1; P_d^{(N_d,1)} \leftarrow (m,n) \]

\textbf{Return}

\textbf{Appendix B. Algorithm 2: Identification of similarity groups}

This algorithm separates each of the identified distance groups into similarity groups. All pairs in a similarity group share the same segment-to-segment thermal response factor. The algorithm is described for the identification of similarities of the real segment-to-segment thermal response factors. The identification of similarities for the image segment-to-segment thermal response factors follows the same process, but the borehole segment pairs need to be tested for condition (I2) rather than condition (R2).

\textbf{Input:} \( L_{q,m} \): the length of each borehole segment \( m \)

\( D_{q,m} \): the buried depth of each borehole segment \( m \)

\( N_d \): the number of distance groups

\( d^{(w)} \): the distance associated with each distance group \( w \)

\( n_d^{(w)} \): the number of segment pairs in each distance group \( w \)

\( P_d^{(w,p)} \): the segment indices in each pair \( p \) of each distance group \( w \)

\( \varepsilon_{s,rel} \): the relative tolerance

\textbf{Output:} \( N_s^{(w)} \): the number of similarity groups in each distance group \( w \)
Identify similarity groups within each distance group

for \( w = 1, \ldots, N_d \):

Initialize the first similarity group in distance group \( k \) to the first segment pair

\[
(m, n) = p_d^{(w, 1)}
\]

\[
N_s^{(w)} \leftarrow 1; n_s^{(w, 1)} \leftarrow 1; P_s^{(w, 1, 1)} \leftarrow p_d^{(w, 1)}; \left( l_s^{(w, 1, 1, 1)}, l_s^{(w, 1, 1, 2)} \right) \leftarrow (L_{q,m}, L_{q,n});
\]

\[
\left( D_s^{(w, 1, 1, 1)}, D_s^{(w, 1, 1, 2)} \right) \leftarrow (D_{q,m}, D_{q,n})
\]

For each pair \((m, n)\) in distance group \( k \), find or create a new similarity group

for \( p = 2, \ldots, n_d^{(w)} \):

\[
(m, n) = p_d^{(w, p)}
\]

for \( s = 1, \ldots, N_s^{(w)} \):

if

\[
\left| l_s^{(w, s)} - L_{s, m} \right| < \varepsilon_{s, rel} l_s^{(w, s)} \quad \text{and} \quad \left| l_s^{(w, s)} - L_{s, n} \right| < \varepsilon_{s, rel} l_s^{(w, s)} \quad \text{and}
\]

\[
\left| \left( D_s^{(w, s)} - D_s^{(w, s)} \right) - (D_{s, m} - D_{s, n}) \right| < \varepsilon_{s, rel} \left| D_s^{(w, s)} - D_s^{(w, s)} \right|
\]

then:

Add pair \((m, n)\) to similarity group \( s \) of distance group \( w \)
\[ n_{s,\text{real}}^{(w,s)} \leftarrow n_{s,\text{real}}^{(w,s)} + 1; P_{s,\text{real}}^{(w,s_{s,\text{real}})} \leftarrow (m, n) \]

break for loop

else if \(|L_{s,\text{real},1}^{(w,s)} - L_{q,n}| < \epsilon_{s,\text{rel}} L_{s,\text{real},1}^{(w,s)} \) and \(|L_{s,\text{real},2}^{(w,s)} - L_{q,m}| < \epsilon_{s,\text{rel}} L_{s,\text{real},2}^{(w,s)} \) then:

Add pair \((n, m)\) to similarity group \(s\) of distance group \(w\)

\[ n_{s,\text{real}}^{(w,s)} \leftarrow n_{s,\text{real}}^{(w,s)} + 1; P_{s,\text{real}}^{(w,s_{s,\text{real}})} \leftarrow (n, m) \]

break for loop

else if \(s = N_{s,\text{real}}^{(w)}\) then:

Create new similarity group for segment pair \((m, n)\)

\[ N_{s,\text{real}}^{(w)} \leftarrow N_{s,\text{real}}^{(w)} + 1; n_{s,\text{real}}^{(w,N_{s,\text{real}}^{(w)})} \leftarrow 1; P_{s,\text{real}}^{(w,N_{s,\text{real}}^{(w)})} \leftarrow (m, n); \]

\[ \left(L_{s,\text{real},1}^{(w,N_{s,\text{real}}^{(w)})}, L_{s,\text{real},2}^{(w,N_{s,\text{real}}^{(w)})}\right) \leftarrow (L_{q,m}, L_{q,n}); \left(D_{s,\text{real},1}^{(w,N_{s,\text{real}}^{(w)})}, D_{s,\text{real},2}^{(w,N_{s,\text{real}}^{(w)})}\right) \leftarrow (D_{q,m}, D_{q,n}) \]

Return

Appendix C. Algorithm 3: Evaluation of segment-to-segment thermal response factors

This algorithm evaluates the segment-to-segment thermal response factors for each similarity group and assigns the values to all borehole segment pairs within the similarity group.

Input: \(N_t\): the number of time-steps

\(t_k\): the time value of each time-step \(k\)

\(N_d\): the number of distance groups
\( N_{s,\text{real}}^{(w)} \): the number of similarity groups in each distance group \( w \)

\( n_{s,\text{real}}^{(w,s)} \): the number of segment pairs in each similarity group \( s \) of each distance group \( w \)

\( p_{s,\text{real}}^{(w,s,p)} \): the segment indices in each pair \( p \) of each similarity group \( s \) of each distance group \( w \)

\( d^{(w)} \): the distance associated with each distance group \( w \)

\( \left( L_{s,\text{real},1}^{(w,s)}, L_{s,\text{real},2}^{(w,s)} \right) \): the length of the borehole segments in each similarity group \( s \) of each distance group \( w \)

\( \left( D_{s,\text{real},1}^{(w,s)}, D_{s,\text{real},2}^{(w,s)} \right) \): the buried depth of the borehole segments in each similarity group \( s \) of each distance group \( w \)

**Output:** \( h_{q,m,n}^{\text{real}}(t_k) \): the value of the segment-to-segment thermal response factor for all pairs \((m, n)\) at all times \( t_k \)

**Cycle through all symmetry groups**

for \( w = 1, \ldots, N_d \):

for \( s = 1, \ldots, N_{s,\text{real}}^{(w)} \):

**Calculate the segment-to-segment response factor for the first pair in similarity group \( s \) of distance group \( w \)**

\((m, n) = p_{s,\text{real}}^{(w,s,1)}; \left( L_{q,m}, L_{q,n} \right) = \left( L_{s,\text{real},1}^{(w,s)}, L_{s,\text{real},2}^{(w,s)} \right); \left( D_{q,m}, D_{q,n} \right) = \left( D_{s,\text{real},1}^{(w,s)}, D_{s,\text{real},2}^{(w,s)} \right)\)

for \( k = 1, \ldots, N_t \):

**evaluate** \( h_{q,m,n}^{\text{real}}(t_k) \) from Equation (3)

\[ h_{q,n,m}^{\text{real}}(t_k) = \frac{L_{q,m}}{L_{q,n}} h_{q,m,n}^{\text{real}}(t_k) \]

**Apply the values to all other pairs in similarity group \( s \) of distance group \( w \)**
for $p = 2, \ldots, n^{(w,s)}_{s,\text{real}}$:

$$(m',n') = p_{s,\text{real}}^{(w,s,p)}; h_{q,m',n'}^{\text{real}}(t_k) = h_{q,m,n}^{\text{real}}(t_k); h_{q,n',m'}^{\text{real}}(t_k) = h_{q,n,m}^{\text{real}}(t_k)$$

Return